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In-Seam Seismic Techniques 

Unexpected tectonic laults, even minor ones with throws 01 only a lew leet, 
wh ich cannot be detected by surface seismic methods, always mean a loss 
01 productivity as they present severe working problems lor lully 
mechanized longwall coal laces; they may even stop the lace advance. 
Therelore , it is 01 increasing importance:to explore the zones ahead 01 the 
laces and to accurately predict the continuity 01 the coal seam as weil as 
the positions 01 unknown laults within the seam including their throws 
in relation to the seam thickness . In order to meet these requirements 
in-seam seismic methods were developed by PRAKLA-SEISMOS, partly 
sponsered by the district government 01 Nordrhein-Westfalen and by the 
Federal Government. The surveys are carried out underground at the 
collieries. 

In-seam waves are channel waves wh ich are generated within the coal 
seam, guided along the se am and received within the same seam. They 
propagate solely within the coal seam , wh ich is a channel 01 low acoustic 
impedance, normally much lower than that 01 the surrounding rocks . In 
general coal has acoustic impedances which are only a quarter to a third 01 
those 01 the surrounding rocks. As the P-wave velocity difference between 
rock and coal increases so the energy 01 in-seam waves is more strongly 
lied to the seam . Owing to this lact, Love-type in-seam waves have proved 
to be particularly lavourable lor in-situ surveys. The particle motion 01 
these waves is aligned parallel to the centre plane 01 the se am and 
perpendicular to the direction 01 wave propagation ; symmetrical Love 
waves have maxmium amplitude atthe cef)tre plane oftheseam. Therelore , 
shots as weil as geophones are placed at the centre 01 the seam. To 
separate the Love-type waves lrom other waves two-component geo
phones are used. 

Fig.la: 

Location map 01 seam N (belore start 
ollace advance) showing two lault 
predictions resulting lrom a rellection 
survey using spread A (seismogram 
sections see lig . 4) . A transmission 
survey using shotpoint I and part 01 
spread A showed that the lault throw 
within 'the transmitted area was equal 
to the seam thickness . In addition, lrom 
exposures 01 the lault in the roadways 
a decrease 01 the throw lrom north to 
south is indicated. 

Fig.lb: 
Location map 01 seam N (after 
exploitation) showing the predicted 
(orange) and the actual positions 01 
two laults: the predictions were quite 
accurate; the prediction error was only 
between 1 and 4 m. Where the throw 
decreased to about 30 cm, the predic
tion error was somewhat greater; this 
was due to a poorer rellection quality . 
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The methods lor in-seam seismic surveys are: 

Reflection surveys, in order to detect and locate tectonic laults within the 
coal seam. 

When the coal seam is totally or partly cut off by a tectonic lault, 
different acoustic impedances arise on either side 01 the lault, thus it 
acts as a seismic rellector. In order to optimize the reflection results, 
multiple coverage 01 the rellection points has become standard prac
tice. Stacking 01 rellected wave trains, as weil as 01 their envelopes, 
and estimations 01 the maximum amplitudes 01 stacked envelopes 
yield very precise predictions 01 the positions 01 laults within the coal 
seam. 

Transmission surveys, in order to estimate the magnitude 01 the lault 
throw in comparison to the thickness 01 the seam. 

As the wave energy is tied to the seam, no in-seam wave" can be 
observed behind a lault with a throw greater than the seam thickness. 
On the other hand, the observation 01 good in-seam waves means 
that il a lault does exist it has a throw 01 less than the seam thickness . 
Optimization 01 transmission results is achieved by computationally 
rotating the geophone axes: one component points towards the shot 
and receives mainly compressional waves; the other component, 
perpendicular to the lirst one, records mainly shear waves . 

Whereever possible both methods should be combined. 
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Fig.2: Prineiple of the Refleetion Method 

When using the reflection method, one aeeess roadway or faeeline must be 
available in order to establish both the shots and the geophone spreads. 

The refleetion seismogram eontains: 

• the P-wave (see fig . 3, Pd), whieh has travelled through the surrounding roek 
and oeeurs as first arrivals, followed by 

• the in-seam wave (see fig . 3, Cd), whieh has travelled along the wall of the 
roadway or faeeline, and 

• the refleeted in-seam waves (see fig. 3, Cr), if refleetions oeeur. 

The relative strength of these arrivals on the two eomponents depends on the 
angle between the eomponents and the direetion of arrival. 

As the in-seam wave energy is tied to the seam , no further information ean be 
obtained from behind a fault with a throw larger than the seam thiekness. Several 
sueeessive faults , however,ean be deteeted if theirthrows are less than the se am 
thiekness. 

To reeeive reasonable refleetions, the angle between the eentre plane of the 
seam and the fault plane should be larger than about 30 0

; on the other hand the 
dip of the seam does not influenee the refleetion results . 

Refleetions from faults at distanees eorresponding to 150 times the seam thiek
ness have been observed in the past and proved to be eorreet. 
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Fig.3: Refleetion seismogram 

Reflection Method 

Fig. 4a: 6-fold staek 

Fig. 4b: 6-fold staek of envelopes 
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Fig. 4c: Maxium values of amplitudes of staeked envelopes 
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Reflection Method 
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Fig. 6: 6-fold stacks of envelopes (spreads A, S, C) 
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Fig. 5: Location map of Hermann-Gustav se am showing the prediction 
of a fault with throws larger than the seam thickness. The reflection 
survey was carried out using spreads A, S, and C with a total of 
350 geophone positions and 327 shots, wh ich yielded a 6-fold 
coverage. 
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Transmission Method 

When using the transmission method, one access roadway or faceline 
must be available for establishing the geophones, whilst another roadway 
giving access to the same seam is required for shot positioning; the 
in-seam waves can then be transmitted across the zone in question. 

The transmission seismogram contains: 

• the P-wave (see fig. 8, P) , wh ich has travelled through the surrounding 
rock and occurs as first arrivals, followed by 

• the S-wave (see fig . 8, S), which has travelled through the surrounding 
rock, and 

• the in-seam wave train (channel waves , see fig. 8, C). 

The relative strength of these arrivals on the !wo components depends, 
again, on the angle between the components and the direction of arrival. 

When in-seam waves of good quality are observed, it can be concluded 
that if a fault does exist, it must have a th~ow of less than the seam thick
ness. In-seam waves of average to poor quality indicate the presence of a 
fault with a throw approximately equal to the seam thickness, whereas a 
complete lack of in-seam wave arrivals indicates a fault or other 
disturbance with a throw larger than the seam thickness. 

Numerous transmission surveys have been successfully carried out at 
distances of up to 1000 times the seam thickness. 

Fig. 8a:Transmission records showing clear channel waves (green zone) 
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Fig. 8 b: Transmission records without channel waves (if present, they 
would have shown up within the red zone) 
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The instrumentation used for in-seam seismic surveys in collieries with gas 
hazards fulfils the following demands: 

• all the instrumentation is firedamp proof 

• high-resolution digital recording with a signal frequency of up to 720 Hz 
using 24 traces 

• low noise level and wide dynamic range of the amplifiers 

• no signal attenuation and no frequency losses by using wall clamped 
geophones 

• possibility of applying the roll-along technique (multiple coverage) 

• data storage on magnetic tape (1 /2 inch tape , format SEG-B, 1600 bits 
per inch,phase encoded) 

• immediate quality check by paper seismograms 

• remote firing, controlled by the apparatus 

• telecommunication between shotfirer and operator, independent of the 
telecommunication system of the colliery 

• battery power supply independent of the power network of the colliery 

• the instrumentation is portable and easy to transport . 

Fig.9: Shotfirer in action , on the lIoor the blaster and decoder 

Firedamp Proof Instrumentation 

Fig. 12: Wall clamped 2-component geophone being put into a 2 m deep 
borehole 
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Firedamp Proof Instrumentation 

The equipment used lor in-seam seismic sUlVeys 
in collieries with gas hazards consists 01 the 
lollowing: 

[TI Roll-along switch 

~ Two analogue modules 

[IJ Controller module 

8] Magnetic tape unit 

~ U-Vcamera 

~ Inert gas controller 

) DFSV 

l2J Remote blaster with telephone 

~ 12 V batteries 

[I] Two-component geophones with pneumatic 
wall clamping 

5Q] Spread and extension cables 

Parts 1 to 8 comprise the instrument MDH 01 Berg
bau-Forschung GmbH , Essen , Firedamping was 
developed and prepared by PRAKLA-SEISMOS, 
partly sponsered by the European Community and 
the district government 01 Nordrhein-Westfalen , 

Fig.13: 
Blockdiagram showing the pneumatic construction 
01 the instrument MDH 

Only when all pneumatic and electrical connections 
are made will the inert gas controller start the work 
01 scavenging the boxes, Pressure indicators 
constantly control the Ilow 01 inert gas, open and 
elose the pressure valves in order to scavenge the 
boxes and compensate lorthe loss 01 gas pressure, 
They also cut off all the batteries the moment the 
overpressure within the boxes lalls below a certain 
threshold value, 

Nitrogen Gas 

t 

Inert Gas Controller ~ 

Decoder 

[2] 
Blaster 

Speclfication of the firedamp proof system MOH 

Type 01 Size ** 
Modules Protection * Wx D x H 

Item (mm) 

ITJ Roll Along Switch 1 e i I 422 x 598 x 440 

0 Analog Module 2 e i I 543 x 463 x 790 

[IJ Controller Module 1 e i I 543 x 463 x 790 

8] Magnetic Tape Unit 1 e i I 642 x 582 x 400 

~ Camera 1 e i I 510 x 460 x 480 

~ Inert Gas Controller 1 d e i I 422 x 598 x 440 

[2J Decoder 1 i s 340 x 130 x 170 

[2J Blaster Machine 1 470 x 220 x 220 

l2J Dynaphone 2 i -

0 Batteries 7 d e 535 x 255 x 270 

Geophones 

[I] 

12 V-Battery 

-1~~ 

-i~~ 

-1~0 

under overpressure 01 inert gas 

battery cable , specially protected 

other cables 01 intrinsic circuits 

Weight Volume Current 
needed (12 V-) 

(kg) (I) (A) 

38 64 2 

55 121 5 

65 121 8,5 

54 83 
standby 5 

operation 10 

49 15 standby 7 
operation 11 

50 64 3 

6 - -

20 - -

0,9 - -

44 - -

* Types 01 protections: d = Ilameprool enelosure (heavy casing) ; e = increased salety (special precautions); i = intrinsic salety (small electric energy) ; 
s = special protection (preventions other than mentioned) ; I = pressurized enclosure (by inert gas, e,g, nitrogen gas), 

** all dimensions with cover and handles 
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